


A High-Quality Digital X-Y Plotter Designed
for Reliability, Flexibility and Low Gost
A new linear step motor design cufs costs and improves
reliability without sacrificing line quality. Microprocessors
and plug-in personality modules provide the flexibility.

by John A. Fenoglio, Bessie W. C. Chin, and Terry R. Cobb

ECHANICAL ADVANCES IN X-Y PLOTTERS
have taken us from dc motors and slide-wire

feedback to the more reliable open-loop rotary step
motor drive systerns. With the new HP Model 7225A
Plotter, we are now entering the third generation of
mechanical development. The design objectives for
this new plotter emphasized the need of many users
for a low-cost plotting solution. However, its lower
cost had to be achieved while improving reliabil i ty
and maintaining l ine quality.

The 7225A (Fig. r) is a dual-microprocessor plotter

that produces high-quality plots on A4-size (81hx1'1'

in) paper. It is available with several different inter-
faces to match most customers' applications. Fig. 2
shows examples of its plotting abil it ies.

Low Cost
Materials and labor are the primary factors that

determine the cost of a product. Labor is especially
crit ical because the total labor cost in a product is the
direct labor cost t imes a rather large multiplier that
includes manufacturing overhead. One way to reduce
the labor content of a product is to invest in tooling.
However, unless there is a prodigious market for a
product, l i tt le tooling can be justif ied because of its
h igh  cos t .  To  c i r cumven t  t h i s ,  we  dec ided  to
minimize the number of mechanical assemblies. The
simplicity of l inear step motor technology took us a
giant step in that direction. Also helpful was the con-
tinuing drop in the cost of electronic components
brought about by technological advances. This al-
lowed us to place as much burden on the electronics
as possible to help simplifu the mechanics. With this
approach we were able to reduce assembly and test
times for the 7225A by a factor of six compared to
other similar products.

The main emphasis in the electronics development
was to keep the parts count down. This is important
because of the time required to load parts onto printed
circuit boards. The microprocessor selected provides
the RAM, ROM, and latched I/O ports all in a single
40-pin package. The plotter's electronic circuitry is
all located on a single board. This reduces the cost of
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connectors and assembly time. To further reduce as-
sembly and test time, the plotter is designed to oper-
ate without any electrical adjustments.
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Typical ly  h igh power and h igh cost  go together ,  so
another  important  technique for  reducing cost  is  to
reduce the power requi rements.  The motor  dr ivers
s a t i s f y  t h i s  n e e d .  T h e y  a r e  c l a s s  D  s w i t c h i n g
ampl i f iers that  of fer  substant ia l  power reduct ion
compared wi th I inear  ampl i f iers.  The p lot ter 's  power
supply is  ext remely s imple,  us ing a t ransformer wi th
a s ingle secondary winding.

Rel iabi l i ty
A t rue low-cost  p lot t ing solut ion requi res not  only

that  the purchase pr ice be low,  but  a lso that  the con-
t inu ing cost  of  ownership be low.  This means h igh
re l iab i l i ty  and low repai r  cost .  For tunate ly ,  the i tems
that lower the manufacturing cost also improve relia-
b i l i ty  and serv iceabi l i ty ,  s ince a mechanical ly  s imple
mechanism provides inherent  re l iab i l i ty .  The only
moving par ts  associated wi th the X-Y mechanics are
the bal l  bear ings that  support  the motors.  This has
resulted in a demonstrated l ife expectancy greatly
exceeding that  of  prev ious p lot ters.

The e lect ronic  object ive of reduced par ts  count  a lso
contributes to a lower failure rate. The concern for
power reduction results in lower internal tempera-
tures, which help prolong the l ife of electronic com-
ponents. These factors, coupled with a very conserva-
t ive design approach,  produce h igher  re l iab i l i ty .  The
annual failure rate of the 7225A has been reduced by a
fautor  of  two compared to the product  i t  replaces.

Even so,  a l l  th ings must  someday fa i l ,  and to reduce
repair  cost ,  i t  is  important  to  min imize the t ime re-

Fig. 1. Model 72254 Plotter pro-
duces high-quality plots on A4-
size (Blzx1 1 in) paper. l ts hnear
step motor destgn delivers twlce
the reliadlrty of older plotters al
about half  the cost. Personali ty
modu les  adapt  the  p lo t te r  to
different interfaces.

quired to repai r  the i tem. Repair  t ime can be d iv ided
into the t ime needed to d iagnose the problem and that
needed to correct it. The effort put into reducing as-
sembly t ime d i rect ly  reduces replacement  t ime,  and
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Fig. 2. Model 72254 draws conttnuous lines at 250 mmls
in each axrs and draws text at up to three characters per
second. 0.032-mm microsteps result in smooth, visual ly
continuous l ines.
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several aids are provided to help reduce diagnostic
time. An external confidence test switch initiates a
test that exercises most of the circuitry and mechanics
to aid in isolating problems. Further fault isolation
assistance is provided by designing the plotter to
support signature analysis troubleshooting tech-
niques.

Quality
Price/performance trade-offs can be made during

the design of any product. The quality of the marks
placed on paper by a plotter is its most important
parameter. A true bargain exists when the price can be
lowered without sacrificing line quality.

The 7225A Plotter has several features that help
ensure good lines. First, there are no cumulative er-
rors in the linear step motor approach, nor are there
any pulleys, whose diameter and concentricity toler-
ances contribute a major source of error. Also elimi-
nated are cables and the errors caused by their stretch-
ing when the pen carriage assembly accelerates. Line
quality is further enhanced by adding dynamic veloc-
ity feedback to the servo system. Custom hybrid ac-
celerometers sense perturbations in motor movement
and supply correcting error signals. A microstep
drive signal technique is employed to divide the basic
1-mm step size of the motor into 32 equal sub-steps.
This produces smooth, continuous lines at all angles
(see Fig. 2).

Flexibility
The requirements for a plotter vary considerably

depending on the customer's needs. In the past it has
been necessary to provide several different plotters to
meet all the needs. Plotter characteristics that usually
change are the interface hardware, the command syn-
tax and language, and software features. The modular
approach of this new generation of plotters satisfies
these requirements with only one mainframe. A mi-
croprocessor in the mainframe controls pen move-
ment and monitors the front panel. An interfacing
module called the personality module provides the
needed flexibility. The personality module is a mi-
croprocessor-based plug-in card that contains the
hardware connectors appropriate to the selected in-
terface. It also contains the language interpreter that
defines the instructions used to control the plotter.
Any extra features and capabilities of the plotter, such
as internal character generation and dashed-line
drawing, reside on this plug-in. A customer can select
a very simple parallel interface with only move and
pen up/down capabilities, and then, as needs change,
replace it with a more complex personality module
that supports the HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus*), interprets HP-GL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language), and contains a full set of graphics fea-
tures. This concept also makes it easy to provide fu-
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Fig.3. Model 7225A block diagram. Two microprocessors, one ln the mainframe and one in the
personality module, control all functrons. Each motor module contains a specially designed

accelerometer that provides motor-movement feedback.



ture interfaces as new riroducts and customers reeuire
them.

Block Diagram
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of Ihe 7225A Plotter. The

basic mechanism consists of two linear step motors.
Each motor module contains a specially designed
hybrid accelerometer that senses motor movements.
The control system integrates the accelerometer sig-
nal to provide velocity feedback.

The remainder of this article discusses the func-
tions of the two microprocessors and the various per-
sonal i ty  modules.  The motor  and p laten designs are
described in the article on page 7. The electronic
design is  the subject  of  the ar t ic le  on page 14.  The
servo and accelerometer story begins on page 18.

Servo Processor
The processor in the 7225A mainframe is called the

servo processor. It directly controls the X-axis and
Y-axis motors, the pen, and the chart hold. It responds
to inputs either from the front panel or from the per-
sonality module. It also performs general mainframe
housekeeping chores.

The servo processor  is  a s ingle-chip 3870 wi th i ts
own internal  program ROM and RAM and four
eight-bit I/O ports. Two of the ports provide a five-bit
step address to the circuits that position the motors.
Another port is used as a data/command bus to the
personality module. This port is shared with the front
panel, and during moves it provides a compensation
byte to the acceleration-deceleration electronics. The
fourth port, along with extra pins on the first two
ports, provides handshake lines to the personality
module, other front-panel inputs and outputs, pen
control, chart load control, and X and Y limit inputs.
A status l ine from the servo processor informs the
personality module when a front-panel input changes
the mainframe's status.

The front-panel inputs come from pushbuttons that
are pressed by the operator. The operator can move
the pen over the full platen surface at two speeds, go
to or set either lower left or upper right scaling points,
enter a digit ized point, turn chart hold on or off for
paper loading,  ra ise or  lower the pen,  re in i t ia l ize the
plotter, or reset the plotter to a power-up condition.

When a position move is requested either by the
front panel or the personality module, the servo pro-
cessor calculates the number of steps required for
acceleration, deceleration, and slew. Before the first
step, the maximum velocity for each axis is deter-
mined and used to output a compensation byte dur-
ing acceleration and deceleration. Once the servo
processor begins execution of the move, all inputs are
ignored with the exception of a cursor move. During a

cursor move the front panel is continually monitored
once the X and/or Y motors have reached a constant
velocity.

As the servo processor begins the move, the five-bit
X and Y motor step address is incremented or dec-
remented using a vector algorithm. The time between
each step follows a fixed profi le during acceleration
and decelerat ion,  and is  a constant  125 microseconds
during slew. The processor maintains a step count for
branching from acceleration to slew to deceleration to
a complete stop. At the completion of the move and
any associated pen maneuver, the servo processor
returns to its idle loop and waits for new inputs.

l/O Processor
The processor in the personality module, if re-

quired, is called the IiO processor. It translates com-
mands from an external controller to the servo pro-
cessor. The I/O processor controls the actions of the
servo processor  us ing e ight  commands (Fig.  a) .  At the
start of a conversation between the two processors the
I/O processor first indicates its readiness. The servo
processor responds, after completing any previous
operation, with a status byte on the data/command
bus. The status byte indicates the pen state, a change
in scale l imi ts ,  the d ig i t ize state,  the char t  hold state,
and whether a front-panel reset has occurred. The I/O
processor accepts the status byte, determines whether
the status affects the next command, and outputs the
command to the servo processor.

The commands force the servo processor to execute
various routines, either outputting data, accepting
input data, or returning to its idle loop. With these
commands the I/O processor can instruct the servo

Command Servo Processor Action

Nul l  Return to ld le Loop

Posi t ion and Pen Acceot Five Bvtes for  Posi t ron Move andior
Pen Maneuver

In r l ra l rza t ton

S e t  P 1 ,  P 2

In i t ia l i ze  P lo t te r  to  Power -Up Cond i t ion

Accept  E igh t  By tes  Set t ing  New Sca le  L imi ts

Enable Digi t ize Turn on Enter L ight  and Store Present Posi t ion as
Digi t ize Point  when Operator  Presses
Enter But ton

Drsable Digi t ize Exi t  Dig j t ize Mode

Output  Present Output  Four Bytes Ref lect ing Posi t ion and
Posi t ion and P1, P2 Eight  Bytes of  Current  Scale Limi ts

Output  Digi t ize Point  Output  Five Bytes of  Last  Stored Digi t ized Point
and Pen Status

Fig. 4. llO processor (in personailty module) controls the

actions of the servo processor (rn mainframe) using eight

commands. Commands from an external controller are trans-
lated by the llO processor tnto these eight commands.



S P  E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 72254 Plotter

PLOTTING AREA
Y AXIS:  203 mm 18 in )
X AXIS:  285 mm (1  1 .2  in )
Accepls up to ISO A4 or 8% i 1 1-in chart paper.

PLOTTING ACCUBACY: t0.25 mm (0.01 in) l includes l inearity and repeaf
abil ity and assumes lhe plotter has been 'zeroed exactly io the lower lefl
(O,O)  coord ina tes l .

REPEATABILITY: 0.1 mm (0.004 in) lrom any given point and direction.
ADDBESSABLE STEP SIZE: 0.032 mm (0.0013 in) smallesl addressable step.
PEN VELOCITY

250 mm s  (10  In  s )  In  each ax is .
350 mmis  (14  in /s )  on  45 'ang le .

VECTOR LENGTH: No limit any length vector within the plotter's mechanical
l imils wil l be plotted.

CHARACTER PLOTTING SPEED:  Up lo  3  charac ter /s  fo r  2 .5 -mm (0 .1- in )
cnaraqers.

POWER HEOUIBEMENTS
SOURCE: 100, 120,220,240V -10"/", +5olo internallv seleclable.
FFIEQUENCY:  48-66 Hz.
CONSUMPTION:  70  W maxrmum.

ENVIFONMENTAL RANGE
TEMPERATURE:  0 'C to  55 'C.
RELATIVE HUt\4lDlTY: 5% to 95% (below 40'C).

DIMENSIONS:
S I Z E :  1 4 0  m m  H  !  4 1 3  m m  W  x  3 7 9  m m  D  ( 5 . 5  i n  H  x  1 6  3  i n  W  r  1 4 . 9  i n  D ) .
NET WEIGHT:  I  kg  (17 .6  lb ) .

Personality Modules
(One Required)

176004 PEFSONALITY MODULE: The 176004 Personali ly [.4odule adapts the
72254 Graphics Plotter to a wide range ol desktop computers. Available for use
with the 98 1 5A, 9820A, 982 1 A, 9825A, and 9830A/B Computers with the general

l io inlerface, this module decodes commands trom the computer and sends
positioning and pen status commands to the ploner mechanics. Additional cir

processor to perform position moves and pen ma-
neuvers,  enter  or  ex i t  the d ig i t iz ing mode,  set  scale
limits, or perform a power-up reset. The I/O processor
can also have the servo processor output its current
posi t ion,  the scal ing l imi ts  set  by the f ront  panel ,  and
any digit ized point entered from the front panel. Any
data transfer occurs after the servo processor accepts
the command. Upon completion of the transfer the
servo processor executes the current maneuver, ifany
and returns to i ts  id le loop.

While the servo processor is executing the current
move the I/O processor can receive the next command
from the controller. Depending on the interface lan-
guage and the command,  several  act ions may take
place in the I /O processor ,  but  general ly  the outcome
is a new command to the servo processor .  Features
such as characters and dashed lines require the IiO
processor to generate a series of position moves and
pen maneuvers to the servo processor.

The posi t ion data sent  to  the servo processor  is  in
absolute X and Y p lot ter  uni ts ,  g iv ing the I /O proces-
sor complete position control of the X and Y motors.
Because of  th is  the I /O processor  cont inual ly  moni tors
the status byte for any changes from the front panel,
s ince a change of  scale l imi ts ,  for  example,  can deter-
mine the s ize and rotat ion of  characters,  dash pat tern
lengths,  and user  scal ing uni ts .  The level  of  in terac-
t ion depends on the character is t ics of  the personal i ty

cuitrv has been included to work with the plotter conlidence test electronics to

verity proper operation ol the plotter with the Personality lvlodule inslalled.
The 7225A equipped with a 17600 Personality lvlodule is pluglo-plug inter

changeable with the 98624 Plotter. The basic plotting tunctions of absolule and
relative coo.dinate moves and pen raising and lowe.ing are lurther enhanced
by the users choice of an HP desktop computer.

17601A PERSONALITY MODULE: The 17601A Persona|ly lvlodule adapts the
7225A Graphrcs Plotter lo desklop computers, computer systems, or inlell igent

ins t rument  svs tems wh ich  use  the  Hewle t t -Packard  In le r tace  Bus ,  HP- lB
(IEEE 488-1975). Using the high-level inslruction set called Hewlelt-Packard
G.aphics Language (HP-Gt),38 inslructrons are available for vector plottrng,

character set and line type selection, poinl digit izing, userunit scaling, and label-

ing with programmable size, slant, and direction ol characters.
The 17601A Personality Module rs sottware compatible with lhe 9872A Graphics

Plotter. ln addition, the 17601A allows lhe 72254 to operate in a "l isten-only

mode, making the plotter ideal lor operation with computerbased systems.
17602A PERSONALITY MODULE: The 176024 Personality l\.4odule adapts the

7225A Graphics Plotler for use with calculators, computers, or inlell igent instru-
ment systems. The 1 7602A Personality Module controls the basic plotting func-
tions of absolule and relative coordinate.noves and pen raising and lowering

and provides plug-to-plug inierchangeabil ity with lhe HP 7210A Plotler.
This module has the designedln flexibil i ty to Inlerlace with 8, 12, or 16-bit

controllers. In addition, the position data can be 4 or 8-bil words coded in BCD or

Binary.
All control panel pushbutton logic is available at the rear panel conneclor to

allow use with remole plotter controllers. Additional circuitry has been included

to work wilh the plottel confidence test electronics to verlty proper operatlon ol

the plotter with the personality module installed.
PRICES IN U.S.A. :

7225A Plotter, $1850 176004 Personality lvodule, $150. 17601A Personality

l/odule, $750. 176024 Personality N4odule, $200.
MANUFACTUBING Dlv ls lON:  SAN DIEGO DIVISION

1 6399 West Bernardo Drive
San D ieqo.  Ca l i fo rnra  92127 U.S.A.

module,  but  the pr imary resul t  is  that  the personal i ty
modu le  t r ans la tes  t he  va r i ous  use r  l anguages  to
marks on the paper.
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Linear Step Motor Design Provides High
Plotter Performance at Low Cost
by Lung-Wen Tsai and Robert L. Ciardella

tTt HE MOTORS DESIGNED for the 7225A Plotter
I are four-pole, two-phase, permanent magnet

linear step motors. Operation of the l inear step motor
is well covered in the l iterature.l The motor has two
basic parts: a rectangular steel bar called the stator,
and a magnet-electromagnet assembly called the
mover. The stator (Fig. r) is made of CrOta cold-
rolled steel bar with C1010 cold-rolled steel sheet
metal laminated on top of it. The sheet metal is etched
with equidistant rectangular teeth. The centerline
distance between two adjacent teeth is called the
pitch, L.

The mover consists of two electromagnets and a
permanent magnet between them as shown in Fig. 2,
The permanent magnet serves as a bias source. Each
electromagnet has two poles, and each pole has the
same number of teeth. The pole phase relationship is
such that pole 4 lags pole 1, pole 2 lags pole 4, and
pole 3 lags pole 2 by one-quarter pitch in each case.
This is depicted in Fig. 2.

The permanent magnet flux path is through the
electromagnets, across the air gap between the elec-
tromagnets and the stator, and through the stator. In

the absence of electromagnet currents, the permanent
magnet provides nearly equal and constant f lux to all
poles. The direction ofthe flux across each air gap is
shown in Fig. 2b, Under this condition, there is no
tangential force and the mover is free to stay at any
arbitrary position.

Fig.'1. Linear step motor stators are made of cold-rolled steel
bar with cold-rolled sheet metal laminated on top. Teeth are
etched into the sheet metal.



Permanent

Fig.2. Linear step motor mover conslsls of two electromag-
nets with a permanent magnet between them. By selectively
energizing the electromagnets the mover is induced to move
in steps. lt takes four steps to move one pitch, the centerline
distance between adjacent stator teeth.

When one of the electromagnets, say number 1, is

fully energized, the applied current switches the flux
entirely into one pole, say pole 1, of electromagnet 1
as shown in Fig. 2a. This brings the flux density in air
gap 1 to a maximum, say 2o kilogauss, and the flux
density in air gap 2 to nearly zero. The mover then
repositions itself unti l the teeth in pole 1 l ine up with
those of the stator. Similarly, energizing pole 4 to 20
kilogauss causes the mover to take a new position as
shown in Fig. 2b, energizing pole 2 causes the mover
to take a new position as shown in Fig. 2c, and ener-
gizing pole 3 causes the mover to take a new position
as shown in Fig. 2d. The sequence is completed with a
fourth energization that brings the mover to a new
position one pitch away from its init ial position.

The pitch of the motor designed for the 7225A
Plotter is 1.016 mm (0.040 in). Therefore, each step is
O.254mm (0.010 in). Finer resolution in step size is
achieved by applying currents to both electromagnets

simultaneously and balancing them. This is called
interpolation.

To interpolate, a sinusoidal current is applied to
electromagnet 2 and a cosinusoidal curent to elec-
tromagnet 1. The tangential force developedby pole 1
is given by:

,  dR,
Fr  : -  d ;  uX

(1)

where @, denotes the total flux across air gap 1, R, de-
notes the air gap reluctance, and X is the position of
the mover with respect to the stator.

For a first-order approximation, assume that the
flux across air gap 1 that is contributed by the per-
manent magnet is @* (constant), and that the air gap
reluctance, neglecting higher harmonics, is given by

2rX
R r : &

where Ro is the average reluctance, r is the first har-
monic in the reluctance, and L is the pitch. The air
gap reluctances in poles 2, 3, and 4 may be obtained
in a similar manner, with appropriate phase changes.

The applied currents take the following forms:

Ir : Io 
"o, tft

Iz : Ios in t f t

where Xt denotes the desired input position. Thus
the total flux across air gap 1 is given by:

2nX'
dr : d. (1.+cos 

t)

Io is chosen so that

, NIO
d- : d, 

(6)

and N is the number of turns in each coil.
Substituting equations 2 and 5 into 1, we obtain

Fr :- tff l+A(l+cos'"I,r, , i"zff V)

The tangential forces developed by poles 2,3, and 4
may be obtained in a similar manner. Summing all
four components, the total tangential force is:

(2)

(31

(4)

(5)



) a r  .  - i a
F :-  ( t )OA sin l ( f ) (x-x1) l  (B)

This equation shows that for every input X1, the
motor always has an equil ibrium position X:Xi.
When the mover is displaced away from its equi-
l ibrium position, the motor wil l generate a restoring
force that is a sinusoidal function of X-X,. The
maximum restoring force is given by

Electromagnet Permanent Magnet

Molor  Poles
Motor Housing (7  Tee lh  per  Po le )

Fig. 4, Completed mover. Any assembled mover can be
placed on any stator to form a motor.

Tolerances in the electronics introduce deviations in
the applied currents that affect the flux level in the air
gap.

Since all of the factors mentioned above affect the
flux distribution and therefore the balance of forces
among the four poles, the equil ibrium position X for
the mover is not at X1, in general. The difference be-
tween the actual equil ibrium position and the input
position, X-Xi, is called the interpolation error. The
interpolation error, when expressed as a function of
X1 in a Fourier series over a period of one pitch, is
usually dominated by the first and fourth harmonics.

Motor and Plotter Mechanism
For good line quality, interpolation error must be

minimized, and this requires very accurate parts.
However, low cost was one of the most important
obfect ives for  the 7225A Plot ter .  The at tempt to
achieve both low cost and good line quality made the
design of the motor the major part of Ihe 7225A pro-
ject .

In the final design, the pole pieces are made of a
stack of laminations. Each lamination is stamped
with the proper pole spacings but without teeth, as
shown in F ig.  3.  The laminat ions are C1010 cold
rolled steel. The permanent magnet is a rare earth

F-u* : t# 
r:, (e)

As the applied currents are advanced by an amount
corresponding to an increment AX1, the mover ad-
vances an increment AX:AX1. Theoretically, it is
possible to advance the mover by infinitesimal incre-
ments and position the mover at any desired location
on the stator. In practice this is l imited by the availa-
ble hardware and software. For the 7225A Plotter, a
step s ize of  0.032 mm (0.00125 in)  is  used.

Interpolation Error
The force equation, equation B above, is based on

the assumption that the reluctance in the iron path,
the leakage flux, and the higher harmonics of the air
gap reluctance are negligible. It is also based on the
assumption that perfect drive currents, as given by
equations 3 and 4, are applied. In practice, to obtain
high force, one always designs the motor to operate at
high flux density, which reduces the permeabil ity of
the iron to the point where the reluctance of the iron
path can no longer be neglected, and where the leak-
age flux can no longer be neglected. Iron saturation in
the tooth area also introduces distortions in the flux
paths across the air gap, affecting the harmonic con-
tent of the air gap reluctance. The reluctance of the air
gap depends on the tooth shape ofthe pole pieces, the
pitch, the actual air gap, the materials used, and the
flux level.2'3 The actual tooth shape, pitch, and air
gap depend on design and manufacturing tolerances.

Space for Inserting
Permanent Magnet

Fig. 5. Typical interpolation error of the linear step motor is
/ess than 0.05 mm peak to peak.Fig.3. Mover pole pieces are made of a stack of laminations



The low cost objective of the new 72254 Plotter required new
methods and processes to manufacture many standard as-
semblies. In the case of the chart-hold system the objective was
to develop a low-cost version oJ the electrostatic table and
derive a theoretical model for its ooeration.

The standard electrostatic chart hold was developed for
flatbed plotters about fifteen years ago, Over the years ques-
tions have arisen about the table's operation that are not easily
answered from a theoretical standpoint. For example, why do
some types of paper hold to the table better than others? Why
does paper hold to the table better in the humidity range of 40%
to 50o/" than at 5% and not at all aI9Q%? Why will mylar sheets
not hold very well? What characteristics of the table coating are
pert inent to the table's operation? What is the optimum
geometry for the grid pattern? How thick should the insulating
layer below the grid pattern be? A bettertheoretical understand-
ing of how the table works was necessary before these ques-
tions could be answered and the process of making the tables
changed.

Fig.1. The electrostatic table can be considered a capacitor
to show that it exerts a f orce on the paper that is ptoportional to
v  v r raga JL ludr  vu .

Theory
A simple approach can be taken to show that a force can be

derived trom the electrostatic table. The table can be looked at
asacapacitor(see Fig. 1). Letw : work;t :  t ime, V : voltage, q
: charge, c : capacitance, x : distance, and F : force. The
power in the system can be written as:

dw
d t

where i : CV. Therefore

Substituting (2) into (1) gives:

Developing a Low-Cost
Electrostatic Chart-Hold Table

by Alec J. Babiarz

v=o at x= |

i  v=0 at
i  Y= - r
I

Since the voltage source is a dc source, dV/dt : 0, so

dw : V2dC

We know that work is defined as

dw : Fdx

Substituting (a) into (3),

Fdx : V,dC.

Therefore

A '
t-  :  v.-

O X

This simple model shows that the force developed by the
table is a function of voltage squared. However it does not
clearly indicate how the geometry or environment of the system
affects the force. Therefore, a better model of the system was
developed and a field analysis was done to obtain the force.

Fig. 2 shows the system model, boundary condit ions,
geometry, and coordinates with paper. The governing (La-
place) equations for solving the fields in the model and the
stress exerted on the paper are as follows.

(3)

(4)

Y
a l

tt t,
t t T
.'+
+x

( 1 )

(2). .  d c
' d t

do= - O O O Q
OI

OI

OW

dt

A \ /  A i
r r f n  u v  v  u v l

: V l U -  + V . : l'  o I  o t '

ru=04 
x=(L"iLg)

Maxwellian Surlace

V=0 at  Y=lr* tz*a

lLc=Width ot Conductor
iLg=Width of GaP
i a=Thickness ot Air Gap
I tr=Thickness ot Conductor

I tz=Thickness of coating
lci=i Permlnivily

Fig.2. A more complete model of the electrostatic table. T is
the slress tensor. The Maxwellian surface chosen for the sur-
face integral that defines the stress tensor /s a cube, only one
side of which can be seen in this two-dimensional view.
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V ( e W )  : 0

D  : ; -

where € is permittivity, E is electric field strength, V is voltage,
and D is the displacement vector, defined as shown

Faraday-Maxwell field theory says that all forces are transmit-
ted through one body to another in a continuous manner, much
like the stress distribution in a body transmitting an applied load.
Forces on a body in an electrostatic field come from forces on
charges, forces from variations of permittivity at dielectric-
vacuum interfaces, and effects of volume/density changes in
the body. Maxwell's stress tensor equation describes the stress
on an object enclosed by a Maxwell ian surface in three-
dimensional space in an electrostatic field.4 By taking a surface
integral around the body one can find the triaxial forces on the
body.

-  F 2 '  d e
T" : €o (eE*2 -:(e - io)+ €ExEv + €ExE/)

2 d o

Ty : .o (eE*E, + ,E,f -+,. -#,, + ErE,)

r, : eo (eE"E. + eEuE. + ,er, -lp - $o))
' Z O c

where o : density, q : permittivity, % : permittivity of free
space, and T is the stress tensor. By applying the boundary
condit ions, summing torces, and using the symmetry of the
model, the stress tensor can be reduced to a simpler form,

or, srnce

T : eo e(Er2 - E2l2)

t r 2 : t r 2  + t r 2* - x

T : eo e(Er2 - E"2)

We now have the stress at the interface of the paper and the
table coating that is purely dependent upon the E fields in the
system. The E fields can be found by solving the Laplace equa-
t ions (see above) for the model using the f ini te element
."16o6.1'2'3 Since the solut ion of the Laplace equations de-
pends upon the applied boundary condit ions, the permitt ivi t ies
of the materials, and the geometry of the model, this is a rela-
tively complete steady-state model for the paper holddown
force.

Results
Fig. 3 shows theoretical results for the force developed on the

paper by a table. lt was assumed that the potential field (V) went
to zero in the paper surface and that the coating thickness was
0.002 in. The actual potential field in the paper depends on
humidity and whether the "paper" is in fact a good dielectr ic l ike
Mylar. Any potential greater than zero will lower the force curves.

Conclusions
It was found from this analysis that the table force could be

increased by:
1. Increasing coating permitt ivi ty
2. Decreasing coating thickness
3. Increasing insulat ing substrate thickness to at least 0.10 in

from a ground plane
4. Making LclLs >2
5. Maximizing applied voltage.
It  was also tound that the grid conductor could be thin (10 pr in)
and of relatively high resistance (200f,)) without affecting the
force. This information led to the use of a molded plastic table
wi th  e lec t ro less  copper  p la ted  gr id  conductors  and a
silkscreened paint surface coating. This new process cut the
manufacturing cost of the table by a factor greater than two.
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1.016-f0.007 mm, tooth width is 0.457-10.007 mm,
and tooth length is 0.305-10.051 mm.

Two side plates with pre-assembled support and
guide bearings are bolted onto the mover housing in a
gapping fixture. Any assembled mover can be placed
on any stator to complete a motor. The motor air gap is
maintained by the supportbearings at 0.0508+0.0102
mm, The motor made under these conditions typi-
cally has a peak-to-peak interpolation error of 0.050
mm (0.002 inch), as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the
force-versus-displacement curve for the X motor.

The mover is guided by three preloaded guiding
bearings. The Y-mover rides on the Y stator, which is
driven by the X-mover over the X-stator (Fig. 7). The
pen assembly is mounted on the Y-mover. This com-
pletes the X-Y mechanism without using pulleys, ca-
ble, and gears.

Stator Construction
The stators for the linear motors presented several

interesting manufacturing problems. The teeth mat-
ing with the mover pole pieces have a pitch of r.OtO
mm (see Fig. 2). An absolute position accuracy of
-f 0.0050 mm non-accumulating over 37 pitches was
needed so that the motor could interpolate (move
stepwise through the pitch) with the desired accuracy
of o.oso mm. The geometric configuration and the
tooth width and depth have been shown to contribute
to this interpolation accuracy. Besides providing the

Fig.6. Force versus dlsp/acement for the X motor.

cobalt magnet that has a magnetic energy product of
16x 101s oersteds. The laminations are stacked to the
required height in a fixture and then wound with the
proper number of turns of wire. The complete stack
with the permanent magnet is inserted into the hous-
ing of the mover and potted with epoxy as shown in
Fig.  a.

After potting, the pole pieces are machined and the
teeth of the mover are cut in a single pass with a cutter
that is accurate within -r- 0.005 mm. The final pitch is

ViscoElastic Damper
e..)-:>t'-

Fig.7. 72254 Plotter X-Y mechanism.
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magnetic path for the linear motors, the stators also
support and guide the motion of the motors. This calls
for a very flat, wear-resistant surface that can endure
100 miles of plotting and adds minimal reluctance to
the magnetic circuit. The positioning of the guide
bearings and the stepping motion of the motor pro-
duce a position-dependent variable cyclic loading.
This loading develops a maximum shear stress of
7.2x1OB N/m2 (18,000 psi) at a location 0.023 mm
below the surface. The fatigue life of the bearing sur-
face is well over an order of magnitude larger than the
required 2x706 cycles.

To achieve the objectives of low cost, high wear
resistance, and a good magnetic path, the stators are
assembled from two separate parts, a laminate and a
magnetically soft blank (Fig. 1). The laminate is
chemically machined from 0.25-mm annealled low-
carbon steel. The chemical machining process can
repeatably produce h igh-posi t ion-accuracy par ts
from a glass master. This provides consistant and
repeatable pitch placement of +0.005 mm. Since the
laminate is machined through the material, the etch
depth is held to the material thickness tolerance,
-f 0.008 mm. The local variations of the tooth width
are within -r0.05 mm and average out over the area of
the pole pieces. This laminate provides the stepping
geometry of the stator.

The blanks are also low-carbon steel as required for
the magnetic path and are double-disc ground flat
and plated with 0.010-{-.003 mm of hard chrome
(Rc:70). This produces a flat, wear-resistant surface
and a chrome-steel interface well above the maximum
shear stress. A thermosetting adhesive is applied to
the laminates and they are heated together with
blanks under 7.4x1.06 N/m2 (200 psi) pressure. This
process is controlled such that the adhesive bond line
thickness is 0.0013 mm or less. Once assembled, the
stators are completely interchangeable with any
motor. From bearing surface to the top of the teeth the
stators measure 0.25-f 0.009 mm. The motors are pre-
l oaded  and  se t  f o r  a  bea r i ng - to - tee th  gap  o f
0.30-f 0.0013 mm, so the magnetic air gap is held to
0 .05+ -0 .010  mm.

The motor ball bearings have been extensively
tested and analyzed. The loading on the bearings is
cyclic and calculations show a Bro l ife* exceeding
16x106 revolutions or 1000 miles of l inear travel.
The ball bearings are ABEC Class 3 self-aligning bear-
ings. Their radial play is adjusted to reduce perpen-
dicularity tolerances with respect to the stator, thus
reducing manufacturing cost.

The Y-axis stator is cantilevered from the X motor
(see Fig. 7). The fundamental transverse resonance is
at 60 Hz, and with the driving force of the Y-motor,

*810 lile, a standard measure ol bearing life, is defined in all standard bearing handbooks. Brielly
staled, it is the point at which l0olo 0f the bearinos have failed.

the undamped peak amplitude was sufficient to cause
the pen to leave the plotting surface during writ ing.
To prevent this, the stator was damped by a method of
constrained-layer damping. A beam in bending has a
parabolic shear flow distribution through the thick-
ness with maximum shear at the neutral axis of bend-
ing. Placing a high-loss material such as cured rubber
at this point causes some of the energy to be absorbed
through shear hysteresis during vibration. To gain the
highest efficiency, a constraining layer is used to
place the damping material as close to the neutral axis
as possible (see Fig. 7). Given the space constraint, an
optimal sandwich can be determined. The system
was modeled using an aluminum-rubber-steel com-
posite beam, and by matching moments of inertia and
moduli of elasticity (rubber having a complex shear
modulus that can be related to the loss factor of a
visco-elastic material), an optimum configuration
was determined. The damping efficiency depends
upon temperature and frequency of vibration, but re-
mains fairly constant over the plotter's operating
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range at approximately 4o/o critical damping. Damp-
ing in this manner added little extra weight to the
moving mass and provided enough reduction in the
resonant amplitude to achieve the desired writing
quality. O
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Motor Drivers
Sine and cosine current drivers are required for

each motor. To minimize position interpolation error
and dynamic problems, these drivers must have low
dc offset and low harmonic distortion. and must be
well-matched in gain and phase. A switching driver
with current feedback, operating at a switching fre-
quency much higher than the motor-drive frequency,
efficiently provides the high output power needed,
but lacks dc offset control and gain accuracy. These
are most easily provided by adding an integrator stage

+20v

-20v

,o' I
I
+,,ll
v

l  nnr.
Rs

rl,f
L 4Ar! --J[ 20.83 kHz

Fig, 1, Motor drivers have low dc offset and low harmonic
distortion.

Simple, Efficient Electronics for a
Low-Gost X-Y Plotter
by Will iam G. Royce and Peter Chu

A PRINCIPAL GOAL of the Model 72zsA plotter

fI development was to minimize both init ial and
maintenance costs without sacrif icing operating
features. This, in combination with the relatively
small size of the plotter, imposes severe constraints
on the electrical design. An additional requirement,
compliance with worldwide safety and EMI codes,
has a great effect upon primary wiring, components,
and EMI filtering. The single most effective techni-
que for achieving all of these goals is to minimize
power.

Switching drivers, regulators, and converters im-
mediately come to mind as means for achieving effi-
cient conversion of l ine power to useful loads. How-
ever, a switching converter is not a practical way to
obtain secondary dc power for this application. It is
complex, costly to build and service, requires bulky
and expensive EMI filters, and is not justified for
small load power, while a power transformer, espe-
cially if high leakage inductance can be tolerated, is
very helpful in meeting safety and EMI requirements.
Power needs of the +12 volt supplies are also small
and are readily satisfied with three-terminal reg-
ulators. The motors, on the other hand, are well-
suited to switching drivers, because they exhibit a
high ratio of dynamic to static voltage drops at high
current. Of course, switching drivers are more com-
plex and costly than linears, but the improved effi-
ciency sharply drops power transformer size and cost
and reduces cooling needs. These benefits are par-
ticularly needed in a small unit. Similarly, the logic
supply power is great enough to justify the added
complexity of a switching regulator.
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through D2 and partly through Q2. Thus the energy
from the *20V supply that is stored in the motor in-
ductance during the positive part of the cycle causes
the motor to act as a current source charging the - 20V
supply during the negative part of the cycle. If the
current loading of the -2O-volt supply does not at
least equal the pumping current, the supply voltage
rises, eventually back-biasing the rectifier diodes.
With four motor drivers, there is a high probability
that one of the supplies will be pumped to a high
voltage unless something else is done.

The simplest cure is to load each supply suffi-
ciently to exceed the maximum current pumped in.
This is grossly inefficient and therefore unacceptable.
We have chosen to add another driver. similar to the
motor drivers but with a low-loss inductor load. Input
to this driver is the mean value of the 2O-volt supplies,
as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose, as above, that excess
current is being pumped by the motor drivers into the
-20-volt supply. The resulting voltage unbalance
causes this driver to output a current I" in the direc-
tion shown. This current is taken from the -2O-volt

supply during the negative part of the cycle and con-
tinues to flow in the same direction through D3 dur-
ing the positive part of the cycle. Thus when the
motor drivers draw current from one supply and
pump part of it to the other, this driver acts oppositely
to restore voltage balance.

Autogrip Supply
The high-voltage supply for the autogrip electrosta-

tic platen presents a challenge for low-cost systems. A
dc voltage differential of aoo to 1000 volts at negligi-
ble current is required to hold the paper well. In the
past this has been obtained using a high-voltage
winding on the main power transformer or a separate

Fig.3. Autogrip supply meets requirements f or a high voltage
differential, safety, and /ow cosl.

Fig. 2, Voltage balancer restores balance when the motor
drivers draw current f rom one power supply and pump part of
it to the other.

ahead of the switchers and employing overall feed-
back. This combination has very high loop gain for dc
and the low motor drive frequencies of interest (up to
25o Hz), along with low dc offset and high input
impedance.

A controlled-amplitude triangular-wave forcing
function mustbe provided at the input to each switch-
ing driver stage. This signal controls loop gain and
prevents self-oscillation. The four drivers must also
be operated at the same switching frequency to avoid
low-level but audible intermodulation products. Both
of these needs are satisfied by a common 20.83-kHz
square wave applied to each system. The square wave
drives the integrator stage to obtain the triangular
wave. Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the driver
amplifiers.

Voltage Balancer
There are two wavs to obtain the bipolar currents for

the motor. One is to use a single power supply with a
bridge-type output stage. This circuit arrangement is
relatively complex, especially if precision current
control is required. The alternative is to use two
supplies and a bipolar drive, as in the 7225A. ̂ Ihe

circuit is simpler and feedback is straightforward, but
there is a potential problem. With a dc current in the
motor winding, a current is forced into one supply.
For example, in Fig. 1, if I0, the average motor cur-
rent, is positive as shown, current will be drawn from
the +20V supply through Q1 when the comparator
output is posi t ive. When the comparator again
switches, Q1 is turned off and Q2 is turned on. Be-
cause of the inductance of the motor windings, cur-
rent Io continues to flow in the same direction, mostly
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transformer along with a voltage-doubler rectifier.
On-off control was via a switch in series with the
transformer winding. With more recent product
safety requirements, the cost of this approach has
risen sharply. For example, on-off control is best pro-
vided now by a low-level switch and driver control-
ling an approved relay.

'Ihe 7225A uses a ringing circuit to obtain a train of
high-voltage pulses. In Fig.3, the resonant circuit
consists of a smal l  molded inductor,  L,  and the
lumped stray capacitances, Cr. A TTL buffer forces
current into the emitter of Qt and causes the current
to increase in L. At the end of this half-cycle, the
buffer output goes high and Qr abruptly shuts off.
This leaves the L-C circuit with initial current in the
inductor. The current in L continues to flow, charging
C" until its voltage equals that of C1 and C2. At this
point the remaining current, which has been decreas-
ing cosinusoidally, charges C1 and C2 until the coil
current is zero. Now the coil voltage falls again to-
ward zero driven by the charge on C.. Ignoring losses,
loading of the rectifiers, and semiconductor break-
downs, the peak voltage is given by:

Vo : I1\rLQ

where It is the initial current in L. Typical values of
Ir ,  :  .0+ A, L :  .01 H, and C, :  25 pF give Vo :  800
volts. Typical RF losses reduce this to approximately
700 volts. Rectifier system loading drops this to a
lower value, but it is stil l high enough to exceed com-

ponent ratings. In keeping with a policy of no elec-
trical adjustments in spite of temperature and com-
ponent variations, a regulating circuit was added.
The magnitude of I1 is most easily controlled by the
base voltage of Qf . U1 compares the positive output
voltage to the +s-volt supply and adjusts the base
voltage of Q1 as needed. On-off control is obtained by
gating the 15.63-kHz input to the buffer.

S-Volt Logic Supply
The +s-volt load current is substantial in a digital

system like the 7225A. To meet the goal of efficiency,
a switching regulator was chosen, similar in design to
a motor driver. It employs a switching power stage
preceded by an integrator that also uses the same
20.83-kHz square-wave drive to generate the triangu-
lar wave. The high-Q L-C fi l ter needed to achieve low
output ripple imposes a diff icult loop stabil ity prob-
lem. Such a fi l ter has complex poles very close to the
imaginary axis. The filter poles are included within
the local loop around the output switcher, raising
their Q even higher. The problem was solved by
damping the filter directly with a capacitor and resis-
tor, then adding a step in the integrator's response.

The regulator operates from the +20-volt supply,
achieving a nearly constant efficiency of 75 percent.
This is much better than a linear regulator would have
achieved, given the poor regulation of the power
transformer necessitated by other design considera-
tions. Cost of the two approaches is virtually the
same.

9x
tt+"
9w
9Y

Outpuls
lo

Molol
Drivers

Preamplif iers Integrators

Acce leromeler

Fig,4. Microstep control system supplies each motor driver with two sinusoidal signals 90" out
of phase. The switches are closed individually for B ps, charging the corresponding capacitors
toVo.Thede laybetweenthec los ingof  51  andthec los ing  o f  52 is  16ps ,equ iva len t to1 .44"a t

the highest motor speed.
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Microstep Control System
Each of the two linear motors (X and Y) is driven by

two sinusoidal waveform signals, their phases sepa-
rated by 90'. To reduce the number of electronic com-
ponents, the four signals are generated one at a time.
High-speed multiplexing and demultiplexing (i.e.,
fast relative to the maximum drive frequency) intro-
duces little phase error even at the highest moving
speed. In the circuit of Fig. 4, switches 51, 52, 53 and
54 strobe the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) out.
put in specific time windows. These samples, in gen-
eral, can be expressed as:

f(0 : ! u(,-r,or1{-cos[(s+M+8DAo++]+r1n;]
n:0

where:
AT : 128 trr,s, the sampling time interval
0<S<31,  the microstep number generated by the

microprocessor according to the position-
ing algorithm

0<M<15, the feedback microstep number derived
from the digit ized accelerometer output
signal

,  /  O ,  s i ne  f unc t i on
t : \ l . c o s i n e f u n c t i o n

AO is the incremental phase unit
E(n) is an error term, explained below.

The sum (S+M+sI) is applied as an address input
to a 32 x 8 ROM programmed as a cosine look-up table
starting at 5.6'. E(n) is the error associated with the

nth step and includes the truncation error of the
eight-bit output, tolerances of components, and dc
offsets in the DAC and switches.

The cosine wave is divided into 32 steps, making
AO:11.25'. Eight steps represent a phase change of
90'. In the absence ofan acceleration signal, M has the
va lueofS.  ForS :  0 ,M :  8 ,andI  :  1 ,  -cos(185.6" )  :
cos (5.6'). Of course, the designations "sine" and
"cosine" indicate only a 90' phase difference and
have no other meaning

The error term E(n), plus the dc offset from the
sample-and-hold and driver amplifier directly affects
the motor's interpolation error. The total dc offset and
harmonic distortion of the driving current has been
designed such that the interpolation error is less than
0.05 mm fpeak to peak).

To eliminate any dc offset adjustment for the un-
signed DAC, a differential output DAC is used. When
its input is all zeros, I; : full scale and 16 : 0, and
when the DAC input is all ones, Io :0 and Il : full
scale. Thus the dc offset depends only on the DAC's
output current symmetry and other component toler-
ances, such as resistor value matching and opera-
tional amplifier offset.

Since there are only 15 different quantized levels
(peak to peak), the half points, sin 0' and cos 90", do
not exist in the ROM.

The accelerometer signals are amplified, inte-
grated, and then digi t ized by the mult iplexing
analog-to-digital converter (Fig. 5a). The converter is
a simple one, using the dual-slope method. It has a
four-bit "offset binary" data output. It operates con-

-v-
1-MHz
Clock

(<x
2

Accelerometer
Signals

Vn
2

[ < Y

State c s o Input

A 'I x x Gnd

B 0 1 0 Y-Axis

c 0 x - V p

D 0 n 0 X-Axis
(b) X:  Oon t  Care

F)9. 5. (a) Multiplexing analog-
to-digital converter amPlif ies,
integrates, and digitizes the ac-
celerometer slgna/s. The reset
pulse starts the conversion, setting
the counter output to zero. The
fifth bit changes the integrator in-
put to -V R to dischatge the ca?a-
citor. (b) State diagram for analog
switch control.
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t inuously from the time power is turned on. Thus,
even when the plotter is in stand-by (no motion)
mode, any mechanical vibration that causes an ac-
celerometer response wil l result in a counteracting
drive to the motors.

Total conversion time for a full-scale signal is 32 ps.
The accelerometer's ac signal, having been fi l tered,
is biased at Vp/2 and limited to less than V*. Thus it
appears at the input of the dual-slope integrator as a
positive voltage. The fifth bit of the binary counter
helps in steering the inputs between -Vp and the
accelerometers.

It is easy to see how the multiplexer works from the

r i r=  4 ' i  1 .  :  i ; ! i r ' i ; : ;

Peter Chu
Born in Kwei-Chow, China, Peter
Chu is a 1966 BEE graduate of
Georgia Institute of Technology
and a 1968 MSEE graduate of
Colorado State University. Peter
joined HP's Loveland Instrument
Divrsion in 1966, then transferred
to San Diego Division in 1973
where he designed the digital/
analog converters for the 72254
Plotter and is now designing
72254 personality modules. He is

state diagram, Fig. 5b. In state A, no current f lows into
the integrator and the last converted data is left in the
counter. In state B, the Y accelerometer signal input
is on for 16 p,s. In state C, only -Vp is on, discharging
the capacitor unti l the voltage reaches its starting
point. In state D, the X accelerometer signal input is
on for 16 pcs.

The reset pulse occurs every 64 1ts to reset the
counter to zero, init ializing a new conversion. This
ADC has good high-frequency noise rejection, and its
noise immunity is -f 1/2 LSB (least significant bit) for
low-frequency noise. E

Will iam G. Royce
Bil l  Royce received his BS degree
in 1949 from San Diego State
College and his MSEE degree in
1972 trom Colorado State Univer-
sity. An HP San Diego Drvision
employee since 1973, Bi l lwas pro-
ject leader on the 39684 Tape Re-
corder and electr ical designer for
lhe7225A Plotter. Bi l l  is the author
of several publ ished art icles on
data ampli f iers and grounding for
dc instrumentation systems and is
named inventor on two oatents re-
lat ing to recording. Born in

'Spokane, 
Washington, Bi l l  is mar-

r ied with four grown chi ldren and l ives in San Diego, Cali fornia.
Reading, gourmet dining, and l istening to classical music keep
Bil l  busv in his leisure hours.

" d also named inventor on a patent
- . r . .
{ x * f ,iISJ:,%1?*:i:&:#fL:'

California, Peter is married and spends much of his leisure t ime
woodworking, ski ing and f lying Cessna 150 airplanes.
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A Closed-Loop System for Smoothing and
Matching Step Motor Responses
by Phil ip P. Maiorca and Norman H. MacNeil

rfl.t RADITIONALLY, STEP MOTORS are thought of
-fl- as open-loop position devices, that is, an input

signal results in a position output. In the case of
an X-Y plotter, where straight-l ine accuracy is de-
pendent upon smooth and matched responses on the
two axes, underdamping can cause problems in step-
motor systems.

The inherent Q of a step motor is usually greater
than 5, so transient responses are not smooth. Also,
system responses near or at resonant frequency often
have gains greater than 5, a problem if perturbations

are generated that have frequencies in this region.
Such perturbations do arise in step motors because of
lack of harmonic purity in both the reluctance of the
stator and the motor drive currents. The frequency of
these perturbations is a function of the instantaneous
velocity of the motor. Thus, at particular angles, fre-
quencies can be generated that  fa l l  wi th in the
passband of the step motor, giving rise to "wiggles"
that can exceed 0.5 mm-the so-called "slew" [con-
stant velocity) resonances.

For these reasons, a scheme for damping the motor
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.4,rou,
RampConstant lmposed by

Velocity Feedback

Velocity Feedback

Fig. 1. For a second-order systern like the linear step-motor,
velocity feedback is lhe most desirable type. However, dc
velocity feedback results ln lncreased static lag during slew or
acceleration. For example, with a ramp input, the output is a
ramp, and a constant value is fed back to the summing junc'
tion , imposing more steady-state lag. For this reason , ac veloc-
ity feedback ls used.

i s  necessa ry .  Damp ing  can  be  ach ieved  e i t he r
mechanical ly  or  e lect ronical ly .  For  a l inear  s tep
motor, a mechanical damper proves more costly and
less reliable than an electronic feedback loop. There-
fore, the position control servo in the 7225A Plotter is
a closed-loop system.

Velocity Feedback
For a spr ing-mass system (2nd order)  ve loc i ty

feedback is the only inherently stable feedback type.
If position feedback is used, there is a potential stabil-
ity problem at the high gain-crossover frequencies. If
acceleration (or higher-order derivative) feedback
is used, a l ike problem exists at low frequency. The
basic useful properties of velocity feedback are:
1. Does not alter open-loop resonant frequency.
2. Determines closed-loop Q of the system virtually

independent of the open-loop Q.
3. Limits phase margin at gain crossover (high or low

frequency) to -r90o.

These properties hold for pure dc velocity feed-
back. However, this type of feedback is difficult to
achieve, since it must be derived from either a dif-
ferentiation of position, which has noise problems at
low frequency, or from a frequency detecting en-
coder, which suffers sample rate problems at low
frequency. Dc velocity feedback is also undesirable
because of the static lags that are developed during
slew or acceleration, making axis matching more dif-
f icult (see Fig. 1). Since velocity feedback is necessary
only at resonance_, ac velocity feedback serves the
purpose without increased steady state lags and sac-
rif ices l itt le of the advantages mentioned above.

In v iew of  these considerat ions,  a device was
needed to deliver ac velocity feedback without any
attachment to a slidewire, pulley, or other encumber-
ing device, since the goal of the project was to elimi-
nate pulleys, slidewires, encoders, etc. Because the

step motor is l inear instead of rotary, an inertial sens-
ing device was necessary. The choice was a bimor-
phic piezoelectric beam that senses acceleration and
transduces it into an electrical signal. This accelera-
tion signal is integrated to produce the desired ac
velocity feedback. The design of this accelerometer is
described later in this article.

Velocity feedback is implemented by sensing the
acceleration with the bimorphic accelerometer, in-
tegrating the output (resulting in ac velocity feed-
back), performing an analog-to-digital conversion,
and finally digitally taking the difference of the input
microstep and this digital representation of ac veloc-
ity (see Fig. 2). The resolution is 0.03 mm and suffi-
cient damping is achieved to keep the amplif ication
of perturbations in the passband to less than 1 dB. The
bimorphic accelerometer has a Q on the order of 50,
and although its resonance is at a rather high fre-
quency (7.5-8.5 kHz), it can create a problem at high-
frequency gain crossover. To alleviate this problem,
the sample rate of the A-to-D converter was set to 7.8
kHz, which achieves a 2O-db attenuation of the beam
resonance for the primary (dc) spectrum (see Fig. 3).

X-Motor Accelerometer Placement
The next question was where to place the ac-

celerometer to achieve adequate damping of the reso-
nances. In the case of the X motor, this was not a
trivial problem. Since the X axis carries the Y axis, a
cantilever is added to the mass of the X axis. Since
forces are applied to the X motor away from the center
of mass of the system, a moment is also applied to the
system and a second resonant frequency is obtained
rotationally. This frequency is determined by the ro-
tational inertia and the torsional spring constant
formed by the guiding bearings. Thus, the motion
equation for inputs to the X motor has two primary
coupled resonant frequencies, one translational and
one rotational. For a system of this type, it can be
shown that placement of the transducer must be on
the X-motor side of the center of mass.

The magnetic f lux that produces the force to move
the motor in the horizontal direction also produces
normal forces. As the various pole pieces energize,
the normal forces applied change position and thus
generate moments directed along the Y axis. This
gives rise to a rocking motion that is restricted by the
support bearings. Again, another resonant frequency
results that is determined by the rotational inertia and
the torsional springs formed by the support bearings.
The X-motor transducer senses motion principally in
the X direction, but since rotational modes exist that
give rise to angular velocities in the Y and Z axes, the
transducer senses these motions also, and these reso-
nances appear inside the loop. In addition, since there
is no svmmetrv axis for the total mass svstem, cross-
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Transient

Integrator

Fig. 2. Ac velocity feedback is derived by integrating the
output of an accelerometer mounted on each motor. The
summing junction then takes the difference between the digi-
tal microstep input and the digitized integrator output. During
acceleration the signal at point A is a rounded square wave. A
square wave out of phase with this signal ls added ahead of
the integrator to minimize the transient effects of accelerction.

moments of inertia exist that couple all modes of
rotational vibration to each other. These additional
modes are of a higher frequency and of rather high Q
(>10). This can be quite disconcerting for high-
frequency stability.

A careful study was made of where to place the
transducer on the X motor to minimize the additional
summing effect of these higher-frequency resonances
on the total open-loop response. To this end, exten-
sive use was made of the HP 54518 Fourier Analyzer.
Laborious probing was done with an accelerometer at
various points on the X motor to obtain an overall
profile in frequency that would maximize sensing of
the primary resonances and minimize sensing of the
higher-frequency resonances.

Matching Axis Responses
Once the servo was made stable, other considera-

tions for line quality were considered. One problem of
primary importance to straight-line integrity is
matching of axis responses, and the key to these re-
sponses is lag, defined simply as the difference be-
tween the motor input and the output position. The
basic problem reduces to matching in time the lags
developed by both axes.

The determining factors for lag response time are
the resonant frequency of the system (force to mass
ratio) and the Q of the system.

The feedback makes the Q of each axis inversely
proportional to the resonant frequency. This helps
slow down the faster responding axis (because of its
higher resonant frequency) and thus tends to match
the responses.

Since the transducer is a piezoelectric device, it

does not sense dc acceleration, so it ac-couples the
acceleration. This is desirable because no static lags
are developed during acceleration. However, during
acceleration a transient derived from the accel-
erometer-integrator is injected into the summing
junction, yielding an increase in apparent lag. These
increased lags in themselves are not harmful, since
both axes are subject to the same transients. However,
two undesirable effects result from these transients.
One is that the dynamic range of the A-to-D converter
can be exceeded, resulting in saturation and thus loss
of damping. Second, during deceleration these lags
become leads, which can result in overshoot on lines
being drawn. This makes it necessary to cancel these
transients to minimize the total lags of the axes. This
cancellation is achieved by summing a square wave
out of phase with the output of the transducer during
acceleration and deceleration (see Fig. 2). Since the
force-to-mass ratios of the two motors are not exactly
matched during acceleration, more lag occurs on the
X axis, so a larger compensation signal is summed
into the X axis. Overcompensation of the X axis helps
preserve line quality when short lines are drawn,
such as when annotating or plotting graphs.

'lhe 7225A Plotter, using this feedback scheme,
will typically exhibit less than 0.13 mm peak-to-peak
deviation from a straight line for all lines. This in-
cludes motor matching, transients, and slew reso-
nances,

Noise Reduction
Audible noise is always an objectionable property

of instruments that move mass. In the 7225A Plotter.

Amplitude

Frequency

Unsampled Spectrum

Amplitude

Sampled and Held Spectrum

Fig. 3. Ihe analog-to-digital converter has a sinxlx transfer
function. 20-dB attenuation of the accelerometer resonance is
obtained by making the sampling frequency approximately
equal to the accelerometer resonance frequency.
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the changing magnetic fields in the stator produce
stresses that result in bending moments in the stator,
which in turn move the arm and cause noise. This
effect can be quite undesirable during acceleration
when frequencies of the drive currents are low. To aid
in the reduction of noise, the motor currents are low-
pass fi l tered at 700 Hz. This reduces noise in the
frequency range from 1 kHz to 4 kHz where the
human ear is most sensitive. Since this single-pole
filter is inside the feedback loop, it reduces the phase
margin at high gain crossover. This effect of the filter
is compensated for by a zero placed in the integrator
at 7OO Hz.

Accelerometer Design
The accelerometer used to sense motor movement

is a relatively small, low-cost hybrid. Its dimensions
are 19.3x16.2x3.5 mi l l imeters,  and i ts  mass is  two
grams.

Since the accelerometer signal uses the same cable
as the switched motor drive currents, the accelerome-
ter signal has to be large and have low source imped-
ance. An amplifier was included in the accelerometer
package to achieve this.

The circuit configuration and component values
were arrived at by a series of trade-offs. The input
impedance is dictated by the servo design require-
ments, the beam size, and the required frequency
response. The feedback network is split into a direct
current section (adjustable in gain from 3.9 to 7.8) and
an alternating current section (fixed at a gain of zr.S)
to minimize the zero offset while also minimizing the
sizes of the coupling capacitor and its associated re-
sistor.

Since a given accelerometer sensitivity is required,
five binary weighted resistors are provided for sen-
sitivity adjustment.

The accelerometer is constructed on a thick-film
ceramic substrate containing 11 thick-film resistors
ranging in value from 15 kilohms Io 22O megohms
(Fig. a). A capacitor is also formed in the thick fi lm by
using a glass dielectric and crossing conductors. An

Fig, 4, Bimorph beam accelerometer senses motor move-
rnenls.

operational amplif ier chip, four chip capacitors, and a
cantilevered piezo-electric bimorph beam are fas-
tened to the substrate, mechanically and electrically,
by a silver-fi l led epoxy. Gold wire bonding is used to
make the remaining circuit connections. The finished
hybrid is protected by a ceramic cover sealed by
epoxy after filling with dry nitrogen.

In production, the accelerometer is built six-up on
scribed substrates. All assembly and leak testing are
done before separation. After separation and aging
the unit is tested and its sensitivity adjusted. The
external sensitivity trim wirebonds are then covered

Fig. 5. Construction and mount'
ing of the bimorph beam ac-
celeration sensor.

Force (as Due
lo Acceleration)

Bimorph Beam
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with epoxy and the unit is placed in protective pack-
aging.

The acceleration sensor beam is a sandwich of two
oppositely poled lead-zirconate-titanate piezoelec-
tric ceramic plates with a center brass piece (Fig. 5J.
Bending the beam produces tension in one plate and
compression in the other, thus generating an electri-
cal signal in each plate. The sum of these signals
appears between the top and bottom electrode sur-
faces. The mass of the beam, when subjected to accel-
eration, produces the force necessary to bend the
beam. When mounted with a five-mill imeter canti le-
vered section, it produces approximately eight mil-
livolts per standard gravity of acceleration and de-
flects, for the same acceleration, 2x1,O-8 meters at the
end. The capacitance of the beam is, nominally,
1 .5x10 -e  f a rads .

The operational amplif ier chip, an RCA CA3140,
was chosen for its high input impedance [1012 ohms)
and low input current (1x1-0-11 amperes, typical)
and is connected as a high-input-impedance follower
with adjustable gain. Power supply bypassing is pro-
vided at the amplif ier by two 0.01-microfarad chips.
A capacitor built into the thick fi lm rolls the amplif ier
off at high frequency. Another capacitor is used to
create a low-pass corner at 1000 Hz to reduce the
resonant peaking. The last capacitor is used in the ac
gain section. Fig. 6 is the accelerometer schematic.

The accelerometer characteristics are displayed in
Fig. 7. An important characteristic not shown is
thermal transient response. Because of pyroelectric
effects and the low mass of the transducer, the ther-
mal transient effect is excessive and requires stabiliz-
ing by thermal isolation and/or close thermal com-

Fig. 6. Accelerometer schematic.

munication with a large mass. This is achieved in the
plotter by mounting the accelerometer close to the
motor but separated from it by a plastic mounting
frame. The magnitude of the pyroelectric effect is
such that a temperature change of one degree celsius,
experienced by a single plate of the sensor, produces a
change in charge equivalent, in this design, to a 350-g
signal. However, the beam is a sandwich of two oppo-
sitely poled plates, thereby reducing the effect to that
from the mismatch in their individual pyroelectric
properties. In the 7225A, additional insensitivity to
this parameter is afforded by ac coupling of the ac-

Accelerometer Specif ications

Sensitivity
Transverse Sensitivity, Max.
Thermal Coefficient of Sensitivity
Dynamic Range

Power Requirements
Polarity

Frequency Response

.l Volt/g *57.

5 k
o.17"fc

Limited by Power Supply Selting
(*109 as Used in 7225A)

Plus and Minus 18 Vol ls  Max.

Plus lor Acceleration from
Back of Substrate into
Body of Transducer

See Accompanying Graph

7.8 kHz Nominal

.5 6' +30

F 9  * z o

i $  * ro
o o

EE o
E !  - , 0
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temperature controlled resistance-heated low-mass
bar.

One board is used as a plug at the electronics inter-
face. The other is used to connect to the motor wind-
ings, the accelerometer, and the pen lift or l imit
switch.

The Y motor, accelerometer, and pen-lift intercon-
nection adds 6.5 mill imetres to the length of the Y
motor. The interconnection scheme uses a plastic
frame to retain the accelerometer, cable printed cir-
cuit board, and connectors while aligning them to
another board permanently attached to the motor.
This board terminates the motor windings and the
pen lift mounting bracket leads. A formed sheet metal
piece functions as pressure clamp, cable strain relief,
and Y init ializing switch actuator and is held in place
with a single screw. The X-motor system is identical
except for the metal piece, which performs only a
clamping function and is held in place by two screws.

Fig. 8, Electric cable design for connecting the motor and
accelerometer to the electronlcs secfion.

celerometer signal.

Electric Cables
The electric cable used to interconnect the motor,

accelerometer, and pen lift (or Y l imit switch) to the
electronics section consists of ten flat conductors im-
bedded in polyester insulation (see Fig. 8).

The Y-motor cable is contained within the Y-arm
cover and has a working diameter of forty millime-
tres. Tests were run to determine the fatigue life of the
cable. Different diameters were used to generate a
curve of fatigue life as a function of bend diameter

[Fie. 9). Samples run at a forty-mill imeter diameter
indicate a flex life greater than five million cycles. It is
interesting to note that all failures were gradual and
marked by an increase in resistance that became more
rapid and erratic with time, culminating in an open
conductor. The X-motor cable has a much larger
working diameter; therefore, cable life for the plotter
is determined by the Y-motor cable. The X and Y
cables are identical except for length.

Both ends of the cable are terminated by small
printed circuit boards. In preparation, the cable end is
stripped on both sides simultaneously by dual abra-
sive wheels. The bared (and cleaned) copper conduc-
tors are then fluxed, t inned, and then gang-reflow
soldered to the printed circuit boards using a time and
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Flex Cycles

Philip P. Maiorca
An HP employee since 1972, Phi l
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physics in 1971 from the Unrversity
of Cali fornia at San Diego and is
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degree from Stanford University
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Cali fornia. In his leisure t ime, he
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Norman H, MacNeil
Norm MacNeil  joined HP's
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Fig,9 Cables have a flex life greater than five million cycles
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Multi-Frequency LCR Meters Test
Components under Realistic Conditions
Covering f requency ranges of 100 Hz to 100 kHz and 10 kHz
to 10 MHz, fhese two new automatic LCR meters each
provide up to twelve tesf signal frequencies, continuously
variable test signa I levels, and a wide choice of displayed
parameters.

by Kohichi Maeda and Yoh Narimatsu

DVANCES IN ELECTRONICS have created an
increasing variety of electronic devices and cir-

cuit techniques. Along with these have come require-
ments for measurements of a wider array of param-
eters under a wider range of conditions.

The new HP Models 4274A and +zzsA Mul t i -
Frequency LCR Meters address this need, bringing a
new measuring concept and functional elegance to
component  and c i rcu i t  parameter  measurements.
This means that the measurement frequency, test
level and dc bias voltage can be set very close to the
actual working conditions of the device under test,
and the result to be displayed can be chosen from
among many parameters. Thus, the measurements
most suitable and useful to the individual application
are obtained.

Many of these measurements have been either not
practical, very diff icult, or very costly to make with
earlier instruments that were designed to make mea-

surements only under relatively l imited test condi-
t ions.  For  example,  capaci tance-versus-vol tage or
conductance-versus-voltage measurements are valu-
able in evaluating semiconductor wafers, chips, and
the fabrication process. Output impedance measure-
ments over a wide frequency range are essential in
developing h igh-per formance power suppl ies.  Mea-
surements at various test levels over a wide frequency
range may be required in evaluating new electronic
mater ia ls .  Because of  i ts  level  dependence,  the induc-
tance of  a cored inductor  should be measured at  i ts
actual working level. These are only a few of the
measurement  appl icat ions for  which the new Models
4274A and 4zz5A LCR meters are suitable.

The 4274A and the 4275A, F ig.  1,  are twins based
on the same design phi losophy.  They basical ly  have a
a%-dig i t  d isp lay and can provide a 5%-dig i t  readout
in thei r  h igh-resolut ion modes.  Their  three major  fea-
tures are multiple measuring frequencies, variable
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Fig.1. Models 4274A (l) and 427 5A (r) Multi-Frequency LCR Meters measure component values
and circuit parameters at any of ten standard frequencies and two optional frequencies. Test
signal levels and dc bias levels are also selectable. Model 42744 covers a frequency range ol
100 Hz to 100 kHz while Model 4275A covers 10 kHz to 10 MHz. Both instruments have 41/z'digit

displays and can provide 5lz-digit readouts rn their high resolution modes



test signal and dc bias levels, and widely selectable
measuring parameters.

The 4274A covers a measuring frequency range of
100 Hz to 100 kHz while the 4275A covers 10 kHz to
10 MHz. A test signal as low as 1 mV rms is selectable
for low-level measurements. For higher levels, the
maximum signal level of the 4274A is 5V rms, and for
the 4275A,1V rms. In addition to the usual measure-
ment parameters, such as L, C, R, D and Q, both
models provide readouts of other parameters conve-
nient in some applications. Among these are imped-
ance magnitude and phase, parallel admittance or
capacitance, and series impedance or inductance.

Measurement accuracy depends on a state-of-the-
art electronic automatic bridge technique and a newly
developed 9O-degree phase reference generator. A
microprocessor controls the analog section that in-
cludes the bridge section and manipulates the data
taken from the analog section to obtain the parameters
to be displayed. All front-panel information and all
front-panel controls (except for the test level vernier
control) are accessible through HP-IB lines (IEEE
488-1975, ANSI MC1.1).

The Bridge Section
Fig. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the bridge

section. The test signal is applied through dc bias
isolation transformer T1. Current i* flows into the
DUT (device under test) via source resistor R., through
reference resistor Rr (iil, and returns towards T1 via a
return path. The outer conductors of the H and L
current coaxial cables form a part of this return path.
At balance, the magnetic fields generated by the cur-
rents flowing in the inner and the outer conductors of
the test leads cancel each other, so measurement er-
rors caused by mutual inductance between the test
leads can be avoided. This is one of the major advan-
tages of the four-terminal-pair configuration shown
in Fig. 2 over an ordinary four-terminal connection.

If the bridge is in an unbalanced condition, an error
current ia flows into the null detector, A1, and is
amplified through several gain stages. The amplified
error signal is fed back to the other side of the refer-
ence resistor until the system become3 balanced, that
is, until id equals zero.

As the measurement frequency increases, various
effects that introduce measurement errors begin to

0 m

H Current Lead
t
L Current Lead

H Potential Lead

Fig, 2. A state-oflhe-art elec-
tronic bridge system is used in the
427 4 A 1427 5A. F ou r-termi nal-pair
configuration el iminates mea-
surement errors caused by mutual
inductance between test /eads.
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appear. Among these are transmission effects of test
leads, residual impedance at DUT contact points,
common mode signals superposed on the outputs of
the detector section, and undesirable signal leakage.

To compensate for the transmission effects of test
leads, a cable length adjustment is provided between
the bridge section and the vector ratio detector. A
front-panel switch selects either 0 m or 1 m. This
compensation is especially important above l MHz,
and for this reason, the lengths of test leods connot be
orbitrorily chosen, since a measurement error of more
than 30% could be introduced.

At balance, ia : Yo :9.
Then

Therefore,

Zr  : -  n *  ! '
v R

As may be seen from the above, all that is needed to
calculate the complex impedance of the DUT are the
values of Rx and the vector ratio (not the absolute
values) of V, and Vp. Therefore, the only component
of the bridge section that is crit ical to accuracy is the
range resistor Rp. However, the circuit techniques
used in constructing the bridge section required con-
s ide rab le  deve lopmen t  because  ex i s t i ng  t ech -
nologies were no longer applicable above 1 MHz.
Careful attention was also paid to the associated cir-
cuit components, printed circuit board layout, and
shielding.

The bridge must balance over a very wide fre-
quency range for any DUT. One consequence of this is
that the number of adjustments that have frequency
dependence should be as few as possible. Otherwise

stable operation could not be expected for the op-
tional frequencies, which cannot be known before
manufacture. For this reason, an approach involving
individual adjustments for each of the test frequen-
cies is not employed. Only the 9O-degree generator for
the modulator and demodulator and the common
mode rejection circuit in A3 (Fig. 2) require frequency
decade control. This information is provided by the
microprocessor.

The Vector Ratio Detector
The vector ratio detector detects the complex ratio

(magnitude ratio and phase difference) of V* and Vp.
V* and Vp are buffered and then multiplexed so that

the two signals can share the same amplif ication path
and thus keep the tracking error between the two
channels to a minimum (Fig. 3). Because the input
signal level varies widely according to the test level,
frequency, and DUT value, the signal-processing
amp l i f i e r  b l ock  has  seve ra l  a t t enua to rs  and  a
va r i ab le -ga in  amp l i f i e r ,  a l ong  w i th  f i xed -ga in
amplif iers, to optimize the signal level to the phase
detector. Assume, for example, that the DUT is a ca-
pacitor. When the test frequency doubles, the DUT
impedance is halved, and consequently, V*/Vp is
also halved. If the DUT is an inductor the effect is the
opposite. When the DUT is reactive, the gain when
the multiplexer is switched to V* is changed accord-
ing to the test frequency. Rp is switched as the test
frequency is changed and a '1,12 or 1/4 attenuator used
as needed. These conditions provide an input ratio to
the phase detector of almost unity, where the detector
operates with highest accuracy.

The attenuators must provide accurate attenuation
ratios, both magnitude and phase, up to 10 MHz,
since any error here would contribute directly to mea-
surement error. For this reason. careful construction

V' VR

Z " : ' * :  
t n  : -  

R n

Fig. 3, Vectot rat io detector
measures the complex ratio of
V, and V p.

Mult ip lexer Integrator

€-go I ro

il
e? O=- - - - -  - -

(10  mV rms) *v
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is necessary. The linearity of each amplifier is also

important, since a harmonic distortion of 0.1% can
produce an ertor of more than 0.1% in the fundamen-

tal measuring signal components. To maintain such

conditions over wide signal-level and frequency
ranges required extraordinarily careful circuit de-
s ign.

The 4274A and +zzsA each have only one phase
detector for detecting the vector ratio of the bridge
outputs. The phase detector is t imeshared to avoid
errors that could possibly be introduced by differ-
ences in phase detection characteristics if multiple
phase detectors were used. The detector is also de-
signed to be insensitive to harmonic components of
the test frequency, which might be introduced when a
nonlinear component is tested.

To know the precise vector ratio of Vx and V*, an
accurate 90-degree phase difference is necessary as a
phase reference (refer to Fig. 3). Suppose the input
multiplexer is switched first to V*. It is phase detected
with respect to e6, which has a fixed (but not known)
phase relationship to the test signal, and the output of
the detector is v*1s. The multiplexer is then switched
to Vp and the output of the detector is now vplo. Again
the multiplexer is switched back to V*, and this time,
the signal is phase detected with respect to a 90-
degree lagging signal (e-no) producing an output
v*l-so. Finally the multiplexer is again switched to
Vx to produce an output r*l-no.

An important point is that the actual phase rela-
tionship between the test signal and the phase detec-
tor reference signal does not have to be zero degrees
or some other known value, although it should be

(a) Phase Detector Amplifier Output

Fig.4, Waveforms in the vector ratio detector of Fig. 3. The
output waveform of the phase detector is integrated and con-
verted to time periods proportional to the phase detector out-
put during various measurement phases.

f ixed. Besides vxlo, vxl-es, Vpl6, and v*1-no, a phase
detector output with the input multiplexer off (vogo)
is necessary to remove the offset components in-
cluded in these values. The offset value is detected
with respect to both eo and e-no and the phase detector

Fig.5. An accurate 90-degree phase reference is required for

accurate reactance measurements. (a) 4274A phase refer-

ence generator. (b) 4275A phase reference generctor.

Qr

Qe

Qc

Qr

Oz

c

-gtr

(b)

8f

Pulse Removel
Output

Divider Output 9(F Lag
K+l

(C or -9(r)

Divider
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outputs are vol' and v6l-e6, respectively. A dual-
slope analog-to-digital converter converts these six
analog values to digital signals, as shown in Fig. 4.

Reactance Standard Not Needed
As stated above, the only requirement for accurate

reactance measurements is an accurate 9O-degree dif-
ference between eo and e-no. Since a dissipation factor
D of 0.001 at 10 MHz, for example, requires detection
of a phase difference as small as 16 picoseconds,
reference phase generation is extremely critical.

The reference phase is generated using digital
techniques. Figs. 5a and 5b show the reference
generators for the 4274A and qZZSA, respectively.
Both circuits use a signal whose frequency is eight
times (8fJ higher than the test signal frequency (fl to
produce a 9O-degree difference for f. The 4274A:uses a
divider chain and gates to select the appropriate
phase relationship between eo and e-no.

A different approach is used in the 4z7SA. Since a
difference in propagation delays in the selector
causes a significant phase inaccuracy at higher fre-
quencies, a pulse remover is employed. Two 8f pulses
are removed to get e-no after an eo phase detection has
been completed. As the pulse removal control section
does not affect the total propagation delay, eo and e_no
go through the same path and the 9O-degree accuracy
depends only on the short-term stability of 8f (which
basically has quartz crystal stability).

t
Test Signal

(r)

500 mV
rms

4274A: N=12-1200
4275A: N=1, 5,  10,  50,  100,

Ouasi-Sine
Generator Output

Test Signal Output

500, 1000

Fig.6. Iesland reference signals are generated in the signal
source section.

Test Signal lmaginary

Phase Detector
Real (eo)

Test Signal
Real

Fig.7, Vector diagram showing components of V, and Vp
used in calculating the complex ratio of these two voltages.

The Signal Source Section
In impedance measurements, a good quality test

signal is essential for obtaining accurate results. To
generate the ten standard measuring frequencies from
'l.OO Hz to 100 kHz in the 4274A, a 9.6-MHz quartz
crystal and a frequency divider chain are provided.
Two quartz crystals are incorporated to cover 10 kHz
to 10 MHz in the 4275A, either a 32-MHz and an
80-MHz crystal or a 24-MHz and an 80-MHz crystal,
depending upon the frequency step sequence (1-2-4
or 1-3-5). A maximum of two optional frequencies can
be provided in addition to the ten standard frequen-
cies, either by adding special division numbers in the
divider chain or by putting in additional quartz crys-
tals. The original frequency is divided down until the
desired frequency is obtained. The signal is filtered to
get a pure sine wave (Fig. 6).

Computations
All the information necessary to compute the de-

sired parameters, including C, L, R, D, Q, and so on,
are contained in the six time intervals, namely T6,
Ty^f 2, T3, T4, and Tu in Fig. a. Fig. 7 is a vector diagram
that explains how the vector ratio of V* and Vp is
calculated. Here a, b, c, and d are the vector compo-
nents with a phase detector difference ofzero degrees.

V* c+id ac+bd .  ad-bc

V * : ; T E :  a ' z 1 ] r ' - t u z a 6 z

:X+JY

ac*bd
wnere ?t - -

a2+b2

'  ad-bc
I : -

a2+b2

Since V* represents the vector impedance of the
range resistor Rp, whose actual impedance is adjusted
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to Rp+j0, the actual vector impedance of the device
under test (Z*) can be denoted as follows:

v
z* : -  #  n*  : -  (x+ iY)RR

V p

If, for example, the device under test is a series
combination of a resistance R* and an inductance L*,

z* :  R** j |a l ,x  :  _(x+jY)Rn.

Then, comparing both sides of the above equation,

R * :  - X R n

L* : - YRs/or

where ot : 2nf. Similarly, any unknown impedance
can be calculated from X, Y, f and R*.

The relationships between To through Tu and a
through d are as follows:

a : T z - T o
b : _ ( T 4 _ T 5 )
c : T r - T o
d : _ ( T 3 _ T 5 )
Tu is practically equal to To if the measuring fre-

quency is below \ MHz, so only five measurement
sequences are used at these frequencies.

The switching sequence shown in Fig. 4 is used
when Z* is somewhat smaller than R, (50 ohms nom-
inal for the 4274A,100 ohms nominal for the 4275A).
In this case Vx is proportional to the impedance of
Z* and, for convenience, the measurement is called
an impedance measurement. When Z* is greater than
R' V* is almost constant and Vp is proportional to the
admittance of the device under test. Therefore, the
measurement is called an admittance measurement,
and the admittance of the DUT is calculated as follows:

Vn 'l' 7
Y* : -  

, ,_  RR 
: -  (X+iY)  -

-l,U!z

J'. ,
$zO.t

Fig.8. Digltalsection block diagram. A6800 microprocessor handles computation and control
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For an admittance measurement, X and Y are defined
A S :

a c + b d
A : -

c2+d2

ad-bc
Y :

c 2 + d 2

For simplicity, quantit ies x and y can be defined as:

Test Level Readout
Test level monitoring is one of the features of the

4274A and q2z5A. Because of the source resistance
R,, the actual test signal level across the DUT is dif-
ferent from the oscil lator output level, especially
when the DUT impedance is  somewhat  lower than
R.. A monitor readout displays the actual test level
at  the DUT.

The test  s ignal  vo l tage is  ca lculated by tak ing the
ratio of V* to the absolute value of the reference volt-
age (e.  :  10 mV rms).  The current  f lowing through
the DUT ( i *  or  ip  in  F ig.  2)  can a lso be moni tored.
These values are calculated as:

l v - l  =  1 ] l1  . ro-v
'  e .  '

l i . l  : l i * l  : l * l  
R lomV

Precision dc Bias
Precisely settable dc bias is necessary for semicon-

ductor tests, for example, and a relatively high vol-
t a g e  b i a s  i s  u s u a l l y  n e c e s s a r y  f o r  e v a l u a t i n g
electrolytic capacitors. Two types of optional dc bias
suppl ies are avai lable for  the new LCR meters.  One
provides a b ias range of  0 to - f  35V,  40 mA maximum,
and the other  prov ides 0 to - f  99.9V,  2 mA maximum.
Vol tage resolut ion is  as low as 1 mV.

The Digital Section
Fig.  B shows the overal l  b lock d iagram of  the d ig i ta l

section. All data and analog controls are managed by
the M6800 microprocessor .  Troubleshoot ing is  easi ly
done with the self-diagnosis capabil ity, supplemented
by s ignature analys is .
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Y :  - Y R N

x : -X/Rn
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^  l Y l

impedance measuremenl

admittance measuremenl

x (1+Q2)
'I

x
x

t v l

l v l
X

1
ill.Dq

v

\,FlV
+ ^ - r Y

where the negative signs are added to eliminate the
effect of polarity inversion in the bridge. Conversion
relationships between parameters to be displayed and
x,  y ,  and <o are l is ted in  Table 1.

Effects due to the residual impedances of a test
fixture can be automatically cancelled. The stray
capacitance of a test f ixture is digitally stored by
pressing the oprN button of the znRo adjustment with
the test f ixture open. Residual inductance and resis-
tance are stored by pressing the snoRr button with the
test f ixture shorted. These stored values are reflected
in measurement calculations. If the optional memory
back-up is installed, stored values are retained per-
manently even when the power switch is off.

Parameters lmpedance Admittance
To Be Displayed Measurement Measuremenl

cP ,r+*5u) +
c. h 

I1r -sr'1

L" J-r 1
'  @ . 1  

|  D 2 )  
. y

v _
;  oy  ( 1+D , )

xs

z

v
'I

vlt +D4

\/F+F

-ran ' i

Table 1. Pa;ameter Conversion Table
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APPENDIX

Effects of Test Leads and Test Fixtures on
Measurement Accuracy

When long test leads or test fixtures are used at frequencies above 1 MHz, transmis-
sion effects of the test leads and residual inductances at the test fixtures can no longer
be neglected. Although the 4274A and 42754 LCR Met€rs and their test fixtur€s are
designed to keep lhese efiects at a minimum, som€ degradation of the basic main-
frame accuracy (see Specifications) may be introduced above I MHz.

Errors Du€ to Test Lsad Transmlssiff Eftcts
ltlhe test lead lenglh and the input capacitances of the bridge seclion and the veclor

ratio detector section ar€ taken into account, the ratio of measured impedance to ths
true impedance of a DUT (device under tesl) is €xpressed as follows:

Z'x cosd2 1+izoYdlan9?

zx cos201 1 +jzo(Yo + Yd)tan01

= measured value of OUT impedance
= lrue value of DUT impedance
: 2rl^ times test lead length

(I = wavelength at test lrequency)
: 2rll times compensation €ble length
= test lead characleristic impedance
= input admittance for L current cable
= input admittance for H potential cable

(vector ralio detector inpul admittance)

ln the 42744 and 4275A,02andYo are adjusted to bring the ratio Z'xlzx to unity.
However, when 1 -m-long test leads dre used, maximum errors of 5olo in magnitude and
0.02 lor dissioation tactor are ocsible at 10 MHz. These errors are the resull of
adjustment inaccuracy and olher etfects related to lhe lest lead length.

Errors Du6 to Tesl Fixlure Parasitic lmpedances
lf parasiticimpedances exist at thetestfixture contact pointstor the H potential and L

current leads, the ralio ol measured to true impedances is as follows:

where Z'x
zx
a1

02
zo
' p
Yd

+ = ,  
z l Y d - z 2 Y p -i!e.,

zo
+ Z2llanel

where Zl = residual impedance at H potential lead
Z2 : rcsidual impedance at L current lead

The equation sugqests that il test leads I m long are used, residual inductances ol
30 nH at both @ntacl ocints will cause an error of at least 1 7o in maonitude and 0.03 in
dissiDation lactor al 1 0 MHz.

Besidual inductances are introduced b€cause lhe continuity of the cable charac-
teristic impedance is disturbed at contact points, especially when the four-terminal
conlact configuralion is used, as it is in the '16047A Test Fixture, for example. This
etlecl can be significantly reduced if the Model 16047C Test Fixture is used and
directly connected to the tront panel, since the characteristic impedance otthe 16047C
is designed to be approximately 50 ohms.
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!SPECIF ICAT IONS
llP Molgls 427 4 A and 427 5A ttlufti-Frequency LCR Meters

PARAIIETERS MEASURED:
C - D / Q / E S F / G
L - O / Q / E S R / G  

.

R - X / B / L / C
lz  l -e

DEVIATION MEASUREMENTST"'
- ALCRZ and Aol.

LCRZ ditference trom stored reterence displayed in absotute value or percent.
TEST FREOUENCIES:

427!A

100 Hz-100 kHz in 1-2-4 steps
and 1 20 liz
(1 00 Hz, 120 Hz, 2O0 Hz, 4OO Hz
1 kHz,2 kHz,4 ihz, 10 kHz,
20 kHz, 40 kHz, 10O kHz a0.01%)

two additional frequencies
available as an option i

1-3-5 steps optional

TEST SIGNAL LEVEL:
Continuously Adjustable

42744
'I mV to 5V rms

NOTES: 'Varies depending on test frequency and test signal level.
*'Basic mainframe accuracy. Errors due to accessories may be
signilicant at lrequencies above 1 MHz and must be added to the basic
mainlrame accuracy. Atlrequencies above 2 MHz, the basic maintrame
accuracy of the 42754 begins to roll ofl (e.9. 1% at 4 MHz,2./" al
'10 MHz).

CIBCUIT MODE; Series, Parallel and Auto.
TEST TERfl|ilALS: 4-terminal Pair Configu.ation.
O|F,PL''q 5v2 dgit Display in High-Besolution Mode.

4Yrdi(ril Display in Normal Mode.
ZERO ADJUSTMENT: For residual compensations

. . Zero adjuslment range: C<20 pF, G<5 pS, L<2 pH, R<0.5O.
SELF-TEST: Automatic Ooerational Check
DC BIAS: Internal dc Bias (option)

-35V to +35V 3 digit resolution (option 0O1)
-99.9V lo +99.9V 100 mV resolution (option 002)

External dc Bias
-2OOV to +2OOV

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
MEASUREMENT SPEED:

42744: 1ffi ms - 210 ms (1 0O Hz - 1 kHz)
'140 ms - 190 ms (1 kHz - 100 kHz)

42754: 14O ms - 1 90 ms
POWER: 100, 120, 220V !'too/o, 240V +50/o-100/", 4a-66 Hz

Power Consumplion 135VA mil (4274A1, 165VA max (4275A1
OIMENSIONS: Approx. 425.5 mm W x'l 88.mm H x 574 mm D (16.7 x 7.4 x 22.6 in.l.
WEIGHT: Approx. 18 kg (39.7 lb).
OPTIONS: 001 lnternal dc Bias -35V to +35V

002 Internal dc Bias -99.9V to +99.9V
003 Memory Battery Backup
004 Measurement Frequency 1-3-5 steps
101 HP- |B

SPECIAL: Two addil ional freouencies
FURNISHED ACCESSORY: l 6047A Test Fixture, ceneral-Purpose, Direct-Coupled
ACCESSOBIES AVAILABLE:

160478 Test Fixture, Safe Guarded with Extension Cable
16047C Test Fixture, for High-Frequency Compments
16048A Test Leads, with BNC Connectors
160488 Test Leads, with RF Conntrtors
16048C Test Leads, with Alligalor Clips
'160348 Test Fixture, for Chip Components
160238 Oc Bias Controller

PRfCES fN U.S.A.| 4274A, $7930. 4275A, $8720.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.

I 1, Takakura:cho, Hachiojishi
Tokyo, Japan 192

42754

10 kHz-10 MHz in 1-2-4 steps

(10 kHz, 20 kHz, 40 kHz, 10O kHz
200 kHz,40O kHz,  1  MHz,2  MHz,
4  MHz,  10  MHz 10.01%)

two additional frequoncies
available as an option

1-3-5 steps optional

42754
1 mV lo 1V rms

MEASUREMENT FANGE ANO BASIC ACCURACY:

1274

PARAMflEF MNGE'
ilsrc-

RANGE'
ACCUAACY

0.m1 nH ro  19900 H
u 0 0 1  0 F r o r 9 9 9 t 0.00@1 0F to 1s.99 !F

lmpd6n6 (z)

Equivalonl Sd6
R6tsbffi (ESR)

o.00t m b
19.9S MO 0.1%

0.01 mO lo
19.999 MO

qsdpaud Fadd (O 0.0m01 b 9.9s9 0-@i o.mr ro 9.99s 0.001
OualU Fador (O) 0.01 b w

tdDrcl disDlav d O)
0.01 ro s@
{rdiprGldisplay ol D)

Condudane (G)

Susedan€ lB)
o.Wl rS lo 1S-S S 0.1% 0.@@t /S ro t9 99 S 0.1%

Phase Angb (e) -180.01o +1@.0q 0.1" - l&.@'lo +1&.0e 0 . 1 '
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Boad. Palo Alto. California 94304
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